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system planning. Future situations are fore-

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS ARE
CHALLENGING
In order to maintain their own competitiveness
companies are forced to develop future-oriented and technologically advanced products.

casted and connected with a structural model
of a reference system (i.e. previous system). So
decisions have an objective basis and could be
traced in two directions: back to the forecasted
aspects and forward to the system elements.
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COMBINING FORECASTING AND
STRUCTURAL MODELING AS DECISION SUPPORT

connection between the planning and the en-
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Figure 1 – From forecasting to structural modelling of the system as decision support
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Further publications:

traceable and decision-making is supported in
early planning phases. Nevertheless, these
analyses and representation build only the basis for expert-based decision-making.

CHANCES
Depending on the application, the method has
various benefits and chances. Basically, the
structural modeling improves the system understanding and the knowledge about interaction of different system elements. The method
objectifies decision-making and as a result of
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the existing knowledge on future requirements
changes, it helps to prevent unexpected or critical design changes in the late phase of development. Based on the connection of forecasts
and the structural model emerging environmental influences could be prioritized due to
their potential influence on the system. Hence,
critical future aspects could be identified and a
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